
WORK  AND  SOCIETY (*)

Work and action

In the dialogue entitled “The Symposium” Plato narrates the birth of Eros, a
mythical figure who somehow represents the whole of mankind. Eros is the offspring of the
god Poros (“abundance”, “necessity” understood as a perfection, “Notwendigkeit”,
“nécessité”) and the mortal Penia (“necessity” understood as a lack, “needfulness”,
“Bedürfnis”, “besoin”) and was conceived during the feast of Aphrodite, the goddess of
beauty. In the coming together of these two opposing characteristics –abundance and need–
in the person of Eros we find the fundamental motives for human action or activity in
general.

All human activity is, by nature, in this sense, “erotic”, since it derives from either of
these two basic tendencies. In the first place, man realizes whatsoever form of activity
because he is the child of the god Poros. He acts in accordance with the richness of his being,
and his activity is nothing else but the fruit of that which he possesses in excess. It is a proof,
at the same time, of his benevolence and generosity; through his action he communicates his
excellence. Nonetheless, we could also think that man engages in whatever sort of activity
because he is the child of the beggar Penia. He realizes the poverty of his being and his
subsequent activity responds to his desire to have or to appropriate that which he, in
principle, lacks.

Be it due to the richness or to the poverty of his being –for my part, I believe that it
is always due to this double motive or intention– action is something necessary, essential and
constitutive of human beings. Action is “necessary” in the sense that it is an exigency of
human nature; yet the exercise and determination of that activity is, of course, free. Man is
not only a “natural” being as one already completely formed, but likewise –as existentialist
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thought would have it– a free “task” or “project”. As a counterexample, we may, perhaps,
take the case of digestion or respiration as acts belonging to human physiology (“acts of
man”). Being “necessary” in a different sense, they are not rationally free and therefore do
not qualify as human action, activity or work.

“Action” or “activity” is a notion wider in scope than that of “work”. Every kind of
work qualifies as an activity, but we do not properly call all forms of activity “work”. Strictly
speaking, work designates a specific type of activity which classical authors called “kinesis”.
(According to their scheme, all forms of activity, human and otherwise, may be divided into
“kinesis” or imperfect movement, that which does not possess its own end –i.e., it has its
end outside of itself, in another– and “kinesis akineseos”, “praxis” or perfect movement,
whose end is immanent to its principle, i.e. the acting subject through its potency. Thus we
distinguish between the activity of constructing a house, which is predominantly kinetic in
nature, and the act of seeing or vision, which is more akin to “praxis” or “kinesis
akineseos”. In general terms, work comes closer to the activity of construction –though not
exclusively, of course– than to the act of vision.

With regard to kinetic movement –to which work belongs- there are two different
ways in which the end is said to be “outside” of the principle of activity. Firstly, the end is
presupposed as something already given, a datum or a fact. Work here embodies the desire to
appropriate that which will later on be consumed, in one way or another. (Classical authors
distinguished clearly between mere possession –ktesis– and the use of the thing possessed
–chresis–.) For example, one may save (possession) money, but not all saving is, by itself, a
productive investment (use). Secondly, the end may not yet exist prior to my work; rather, I
have to bring it into existence, create it or cause it to appear. In this case, work responds to
the desire to produce something new; as in the case of genuine enterpreneurial activities
through which vision is brought into reality. (This is what the Ancients termed genesis, the
coming into being of something which previously was not.) Production, in turn, admits of
two different modes:

a) the production of means (techne or mechanical arts) which later on allow me
to appropriate other objects or ends, e.g. the manufacture of a car in order to
travel.

b) the production, projection or expression of what belongs to my mind or spirit
(poiesis or fine arts). This mode of production, unlike the former, is terminal in
nature; e.g., a poem is not to be used for anything else but to be read, just as a
painting is to be viewed.

Going back to the generic notion of work as an activity distended through time, we
find, as opposed to it, the act of contemplation (“praxis” or “kinesis akineseos” of the
highest level). Contemplation is, in and by itself, a fully integrated activity in which time
does not at all matter. Rather, it suggests a rest, the measure of which is eternity, or whatever
comes close to it, such as immortality. (That which, in time, gives us approximately an idea
of eternity is the present, the actual instant, devoid of its flux).

In principle, therefore, man is a being capable of both forms of activity, of work and
of contemplation. But, which of these is more proper to him? In which of them would man
find the fullness of his being, happiness or eudaimonia?

Throughout the history of philosophy, there has been a lack of equilibrium, a
tension or rivalry between these two –work and contemplation. Broadly speaking, Ancient
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and Medieval Philosophy opted for contemplation, to the neglect of work –Neoplatonism is
perhaps its foremost exponent, in this respect; whereas Modern and Contemporary
Philosophy have sided with work, to the detriment or even the abandonment of all forms of
contemplation –Marx and Nietzsche are its strongest advocates. We may say that at certain
lucid moments each position has tried to recover the other dimension which until then it has
systematically tried to ignore, but practically with very little success.

The Neoplatonic Ideal of Contemplation (Plotinus)

The world and everything material in it, whatever changes and is therefore subject to
time, is radically and essentially imperfect. Human beings cannot find happiness in the world,
because man is a being meant for eternity. Man’s most important duty, in order to achieve
happiness, consists in abandoning the world, in despising whatever is mundane –including
work– or maintaining as little contact with it as possible. The ideal lies in living in the world as
if one were not living in it; in ignoring all sorts of preoccupations such as food, clothing,
shelter, etc. (This particular philosophical strain may definitely be found, aside from
Neoplatonism, in the life patterns proposed by the Cynics, the Manicheans, the Gnostics and
Spiritualists of all derivations.) Here man tries to enter directly into the realm of contemplation
without need of passing through work. Contemplation or beatitude means, by itself, an activity
fully stationed at its end, and therefore completely satisfactory or felicitary.

Nineteenth Century Philosophy of Work (Schopenhauer, Nietzsche and Marx)

At the very outset, there is an explicit renunciation of eternity and of contemplation
–considered to be completely unreal, an intellectual trap, an institutionalized lie. In man only
time is to be found. All his activity is therefore to be taken as work; human essence lies in
being a worker. (Remember that Marx conceives man to be, from the very beginning, a being
without an essence; his essence is precisely to be constructed through the intervention of the
homo faber. Nevertheless, even after the advent of the homo faber, man continues to be
alienated from his true self because of the machine, which makes possible the separation of
capital from labor and its products.) Man cannot retain anything from his work –that would
mean rescuing or redeeming it from temporal flux, which is impossible– nor can he enrich
his being through work: he retains nothing either “in himself” or “for himself” while
engaging in whatever form of activity.

According to Schopenhauer, if work is the only thing to be found in the world, then
the only thing that the world can offer me is suffering, exhaustion and anxiety. To discover this
fact is tantamount to having discovered life’s fundamental truth. Therefore, what I must try to
do is to dissolve myself and disappear in the “cosmic mass”. The key to happiness lies in the
annihilation of desire, since desire prods me to seek something else, something different from
what is and can readily be found. Radical philosophical pessimism finds its escape valve in
some form of mysticism or self-annihilation as preached in Buddhism and Hinduism.

Nietzsche agrees with the Schopenhauerian hypotheses, but not with his
conclusions nor with his pretended solutions, which, according to him, smack of cowardice
and wimpiness. On the contrary, he preaches a “metaphysics of the artist” which consists in
“thinking with the hammer”, in creating reality through the “will to power”, in identifying
oneself with the “superman” and thus recovering in its full force the value of “life”.
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The Aristotelian position

In the Aristotelian corpus we find an account of work as well as an account of
contemplation, but with no clear relationship whatsoever. Work is proper to the slave,
whereas contemplation is proper to the Athenian gentleman or aristocrat. Neither does it
seem possible for one to live entirely in contemplation; perhaps it is even easier to admit that
there be slaves whose existence is dedicated exclusively to work.

After this brief survey, we may conclude that philosophy alone has not been able to
unite satisfactorily these two dimensions of activity –work and contemplation– in human life.

Socio-historical perspective of work

Work in urban society

One’s belonging to a specific social estate is determined by his natural dispositions
(being naturally endowed to perform certain functions), by his education or training (an
emphasis on the theoretical dimension), and by exercise, custom or practice (the accent on
the practical side of things).

There are two types of activity carried out: A) praxis – the kind of activity that
perfects the agent (moral and intellectual acts which admit the possibility of virtue). This is
proper of free citizens or those belonging to the estate of rulers, of the forces of peace and
order, and of producers or merchants. It has passed on to medieval tradition under the guise of
the “liberal arts”, understood as operative dispositions accompanied by reason. B) poiesis –
the kind of activity that perfects something exterior to the agent (“manual work” which admits
no significant virtue whatsoever except, perhaps, an increase in dexterity). This is proper to
slaves. It was cultivated during the Middle Ages under the form of the “servile arts”.

The subjective (“self-perfecting”) and the objective (“other-perfecting”) dimensions
of work are dissociated. Praxis pays attention only to the subjective aspect, as in the case of the
rulers, whereas poiesis only looks after the objective aspect, as with the slaves, for example.

Work in medieval society (Thomas Aquinas)  

The situation of XIIIth century Christendom in which Aquinas lived, wrote and
flourished may be analyzed through three different but tightly interwoven groups of
characteristics: the basically material or economic factors; the sociocultural and
educational innovations; and the ecclesiastical and theological developments (especially
with respect to morals).

Let us begin with the economic factors. The remarkable spurt of growth in Europe’s
population during the centuries immediately preceding Aquinas’ time would not have been
possible were it not for a parallel increase in agricultural productivity and advances in
technology. The IXth century saw the use of perfected versions of farm implements, as well
as the introduction of more efficient means to tap natural sources of energy, together with
extensive use of animals for work in the fields and transport of produce. This led, in the Xth
and XIth centuries, to a demographic explosion, the banishing of great famines and the
improvement of nutrition habits among the populace. Having reached certain levels of
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security in their basic needs, XIIth century Europeans now found themselves in a position to
satisfy a more diversified and sophisticated set of appetites and desires. In this context we
must not forget the influence of the Crusades: they increased the volume of trade with the
Byzantine and Moslem civilizations, especially in dry goods.

The migration of vast segments of the population from the farms to newly-formed
urban nuclei surrounding either feudal castles or monasteries was what can be called a
“natural” consequence of these economic developments. Once settled in towns, these free
citizens began to organize themselves in a manner distinct from the feudal system: the first
municipalities were born. Necessarily, their means of livelihood had changed. The majority
had by now learned the practice of crafts or some light industries, while the rest engaged in
commerce. With the former came the strengthening of the estate of artisans (eventually
accreting into guilds), which, together with the latter, form the necessary elements for a
novel social class –that of the bourgeoisie. This social group was composed of liberal
professionals who belonged neither to the nobility nor to the peasantry, yet possessed their
own means of production, and whose artifacts were brought to sale in the free market.

The repercussions of these economic changes on the understanding of work may be
classified under the headings of quantitative and qualitative changes. Among the quantitative
modifications, we note the rise in the number of people involved in other means of production
aside from agriculture –in commerce, for example– due to the excess of farmhands. With
respect to the qualitative changes, we point out that whereas, previously, work had been gauged
by brute strength, now there seemed to be a more “mechanical” or “specialized” conception of
it. Man’s work was eased and his effort lessened by the use of machines; likewise, a more
specialized knowledge was required for the practice of crafts or trade. On the whole, we notice
a more rational or intelligent idea and perception of work as compared to the preceding periods.

In the sociocultural field, the greatest innovation beyond doubt was that of the
university. At first there was the institutional study of the liberal arts curriculum in
the Carolingian Palatine School. Next came the flourishing of individual schools under the
patronage of the Church through its episcopal sees, abbeys and religious orders. Finally, with
the impulse received from the IIIrd and IVth Lateran Councils and especially the decree Parens
scientiarum of Gregory IXth, the legal framework was set for the organization of these
dispersed seats of learning into a unified whole.

With the founding of the universities came the opportunity for a great number of
people to gain access to higher instruction, in principle regardless of their social provenance.
This event brought along the generalization of the phenomenon of intellectual work among the
faculty and students of the university. Adjunct to this new kind of work was the formation of a
social status patterned in its hierarchical organization after other autonomous professional corps.

We cannot say, however, that the aims for which the university was created were
completely fulfilled. Although access to knowledge was recognized and declared a universal
right, it was in fact limited to those pertaining to ecclesiastical circles. Secondly, the IIIrd and
IVth Lateran Councils established the gratuitous nature of the teaching profession: for Masters
to receive financial rewards for teaching would be tantamount to simony, or the gainful traffic
of sacred things. Professors and lecturers were performing some sort of “spiritual work of
mercy”; and so, they should not receive pay directly for their knowledge. Instead, they were
entitled to sustenance –in the form of honoraria– from the part of society which they served. In
this respect, the class of professional teachers lived in a manner similar to that of the nobility
and clergy; that is, through privileges, rents and other benefits. Finally, the attempts later on
–by Richard Kildwarby, for example– to introduce practical or mechanical arts in the university
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curriculum paved the way for serious conflicts in the evaluation of their “dignity” or
“excellence”, in contrast with the more established liberal arts.

The third set of factors to be considered is of an ecclesiastical or religious nature.
We are referring to the appearance of the Mendicant Orders such as the Dominicans and the
Franciscans. Originally, these spiritual families arose in response to the need to evangelize
the recently consolidated urban dwellers. Townspeople generally possessed a higher cultural
level than peasants; and, of course, they were normally engaged in different means of
livelihood. The Mendicant Orders which thrived in cities understandably had to address their
flock in different terms, requiring a more profound philosophical and theological training.
For this reason, the time devoted to manual labor in the older spiritual rules was substituted
in the new ones by periods of study, so as to gain efficacy in preaching the Gospel and a
leverage in the defense of the Faith. One corollary of this change was the profession of
mendicancy: having abandoned manual work to dedicate themselves to study and preaching,
they had to live on the alms received from their neighbors.

In answer to the unique pastoral needs of the town-dwellers, composed of liberal
professionals, artisans and tradesmen, volumes dealing with problems of conscience were
written by the Mendicants. Likewise, collections of sermons addressed to members of this
new social estate or class were made. These measures indicate a strong collective awareness
on the part of the town inhabitants that their professional endeavors were not at all alien to
their ultimate spiritual destiny; but rather, that the former represented a very important and
decisive factor for the latter.

That Aquinas’ “Contra impugnantes” was begun before his “De opere manuali” is
a debatable issue; although that it was terminated sometime in October of 1256, a couple of
months before the latter, seems to be a pacifically settled fact. “Contra impugnantes” is
composed of twenty-six chapters, divisible into three well defined sections: the first (c. 1)
studies the essence and excellence of the religious profession (at times confused with the
virtue of religion per se); the second (cc. 2-7) collects and refutes the major objections
against the Mendicants’ way of life; and the third (cc. 8-26) exposes the injustice and
falsehood behind these same accusations. For present purposes, it will be sufficient to
examine chapter five, which deals with the issue of whether a professed religious is obliged
to work with his own hands. Among other findings which receive parallel treatments in “De
opere manuali”, this chapter concludes that whosoever does not engage in manual work may
equally be found well into the path of salvation. In other words, manual work as such does
not constitute any divine or apostolic obligation.

“De opere manuali” comprises two articles: the first inquires whether there exists a
natural precept or injunction of divine-positive law that obliges all Christians to engage in
manual work; and the second asks whether those dedicated to spiritual tasks may be excused
from this precept, if it exists.

In what pertains to the first article, Aquinas’ response establishes work in general as
an activity connatural to man, and thence derives the adequate norm for it. Although literally
referring to manual work, his discussion should nonetheless be taken to apply to all forms of
work, that is, to all productive (in one way or another) human (that is, wilfully involving
both mind and body) activities. The only limitation he accepts and recognizes is that such
work be honest, from the point of view of just laws. What is the end of work? Work in itself
cannot be considered as a final end –in the sense of a bonum delectabile or a bonum
honestum– but rather as something medial, instrumental or useful (bonum utile). Specifically,
work is useful in a three-fold manner: as a means to avoid idleness (ad otium tollendum), to
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submit one’s body to his superior faculties (ad corpus domandum) and to obtain sustenance
(ad quaerendum victum). Now then, the issue is whether any of these three necessary ends
may be reached through other means aside from work; and the most controversial point,
specially when considered in the light of Scripture (1 Thess. 4:11; Job 5:7), is that which
bears on the earning of one’s keep. On the one hand, for all men, believers and non-believers
alike, manual work appears to be the means established by nature to cover our needs; yet, is
there not some other way to satisfy these innate necessities? The effort to answer this
question gives rise to the distinction between two kinds of natural precepts. There is a first
type motivated by the collective need, and a second type motivated by the individual need.
The first class of precepts does not oblige everyone in the same way; it would be enough for
some to dedicate themselves to this task and thus fill the collective need of the species or
social group. The second class, on the other hand, obliges each person in the precise measure
established by the need itself. Therefore, manual work directed towards personal sustenance
may belong either to the first type, in which case it would not be individually binding since
one can justly or honestly live off the efforts of another; or to the second type, when
depending on the efforts of another originates some injustice. It is at this point that Aquinas
explicitly widens his understanding of work –making use of a quote from Aristotle’s “De
anima” III 8 432a regarding the function of the hand as organum organorum (instrument of
instruments)– to include not only whatever can be done with one’s hands, but also whatever
may be done with any bodily instrument. Thus, the officia of the liberal arts professor and of
the jurist, as well as the strictly spiritual tasks of the Mendicants completely qualify as work,
that is, as legitimate means of livelihood.

Lastly, in the second article of the same question, Aquinas identifies two sorts of
spiritual works –parallel, as it were, to the division of natural precepts– in which
the religious engage. The first type includes all those with a view to the common good –the
determining of ecclesiastical justice, the recitation of the breviary, the preaching and
explanation of Scripture– and frees one from the obligation to manual work; and the second
type, which encompasses activities in pursuit of individual benefits (e.g. fasting, private
prayers and devotions, etc.) and therefore does not exempt one from manual work. Aquinas
adds that the religious who previously did not engage in any public profession presently have
no need of learning one; whereas those who did, may now consider themselves freed from
practicing it. Work may only be obligatory for either case when its absence promotes the
vice of idleness. And finally, regarding the nature of spiritual works, Aquinas says that
certain forms –such as study and preaching– may demand a whole lifetime, as opposed to
physical works, which could only be carried out through discrete periods of time.

Having finished with the expository part, we shall now turn to the analytical and
evaluative portion, seeking to establish the limits, achievements and virtualities of Aquinas’
concept of work.

The limits to the development of Aquinas’ notion of work may be drawn in three
different dimensions: the historical, the cultural and the internal one dependent on the
particular end he pursued in both opuscules.

The historical plane absorbs the sociological one; inasmuch as work, with all it
entails in natural inclinations and aptitudes as well as in acquired qualities and created
opportunities, is generally recognized as the main configuring or structuring element of
society.  Whatever the predominant concept of work in a given time and place, such will be
the organization, in broad lines, of civil society. Let us remember to this effect that Aquinas
lived in a transitional phase of history. His was the medieval town or city, between the
ancient Greek polis and Roman civitas and the modern and industrial nation-states; and if we
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were to take a closer look at this specific period of the Middle Ages, we would discover that
it is situated half-way between the feudal society proper to the early Middle Ages and a
society based on the estates, proper to the late Middle Ages.

In the context of such social systems, work is considered primarily as an attribute of
the group –estate or class– rather than of the individual person, agent or worker. In whatever
sense work may be taken –as a sign of misery (i.e., a “second-order” need to satisfy the
“first-order” ones, such as food, clothing, shelter, etc.) or as a sign of excellence (an
unequivocal manifestation or expression of man’s dominion over nature)– it always looks
towards the human kind as reference. In Aquinas’ line of reasoning, work, especially in its
manual version, is basically understood as a good of the species rather than of each existent
member. For this reason Mendicants may be excused from the obligation to corporal work,
as long as they can legitimately receive sustenance through the efforts of their fellow citizens
in the form of alms and donations. Work is not yet perceived, therefore, as a good in and by
itself, as an intransferable right and duty; but rather, as a merely instrumental good, insofar
as its practice allows one to partake of other goods, both material and spiritual.

The prevalent mentality in Aquinas’ time likewise acts as an unintended barrier or
limit to his speculation. The collective intellectual substrate is not yet ready for the
elaboration of a true “philosophy of work”. Considerations of a theological nature overrun
any other type of arguments. The main preoccupation of the medieval man consists in his
own salvation. In a sense, this is nothing but a translation into religious terms of an ever-
present yearning for the fulness of happiness. Whereas in ancient Greek philosophy,
eudaimonia is an aristocratic privilege; one of Christianity’s tenets is that all baptized
–regardless of their socio-economic and intellectual levels– are eligible, with God’s grace,
for salvation. Yet, as we have previously explained, a merely instrumental value is, until
then, ascribed to work. Hence, it is never conceived as a personal means for –much less as
something in any way constitutive of– one’s true happiness or salvation. At most, work is
included among the minor requirements for the fulfillment of a believer’s “duties of state”.
Although work is not viewed with indifference but rather as a necessary means, it would
seem sufficient, nevertheless, for salvation that such work be honest, that is, in compliance
with civil and ecclesiastical laws. Hardly any attention is paid to the level of professional
competence or degree of material (technical) perfection with which one carries out his tasks,
whatever they may be. Nor is there any solid and consistent explanation as to how the
performance of such work positively influences or impacts on the moral, intellectual and
technical qualities of its agent or doer.

And finally, among the limits, we cite those marked by Aquinas’ own aims or
objectives in writing these treatises. His purpose may be phrased negatively as the non-
obligatoriness of corporal work or manual labor for individual men; and by virtue of
extension, for those pertaining to the Mendicant Orders. Put positively, this may be
understood as the revindication, apology or defense of the specific manner in which friars
live the virtue of poverty. But how does this passivity and dependence reconcile with the
demands of industry, which, besides, is a divine-positive command? This is one of those
topics which have not yet been thoroughly explored nor satisfactorily answered in texts of
the period.

Let us now review the achievements of Aquinas’ fortuitous and therefore
necessarily brief incursion into the topic of work. Strictly speaking, whatever theoretical
gains he may have attained could and should only be gauged with respect to those which his
predecessors had reached; although in a looser sense, we could also take to his credit the
pioneering research trend or orientation of his studies.
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Friar Thomas’ exposition of the issue and of the arguments both in favor and
against is, materially, the most systematic and complete among all the versions afforded to us
by the different polemicists. Whereas William of St. Amour, in the length of his discourse,
failed to make the slightest reference to intellectual work, Aquinas taxatively established this
as a full-fledged and legitimate category of work in the sense of a “profession” or “means of
livelihood”. Bonaventur’s allegations may be interpreted as a mere juridical defense of
mendicancy –in particular, of Franciscan poverty– within the context of moral and
ecclesiastical laws; but Aquinas’ writings, without neglect of the legal plane of argument,
undoubtedly go beyond to reach reasons of a philosophical nature. The Seraphic Doctor
conceives work almost exclusively as penance or an opus poenale, without clearly
distinguishing the offense from its just desert or punishment, within the dogma of original
sin. On the other hand, the Angelic Doctor intuits that pain and fatigue, although associated
existentially with work, nevertheless do not belong to its essence: “ideally” or before the
Fall, work did not bring along such negative charges. Aside from being the means
established by nature for man to provide for his own sustenance, work now begins to be
–albeit remotely– a positive means for one’s happiness and perfection, salvation or sanctity.
The key to these new insights lies in the anthropological and metaphysical unity which work,
in Aquinas’ mind, displays and guarantees. Work is no longer an attribute exlusive to man’s
material part or body; rather, it is an activity in which both the psychic and the corporeal co-
principles take part. The truth of this affirmation is specially manifest in the case of
intellectual work.

Work in industrial society

The possibility of accumulating capital, not only in the form of fixed property (e.g.
real goods for consumption and for production) but above all in the form of liquid assets or
money, became a reality. Furthermore, this period was characterized by the appearance of
new means of production such as sophisticated machines. At the same time, there was a
forced universalization and a subsequent impoverishment of the concept of work, so much so
that it included all forms of human activity under poiesis. Work was then understood as the
force that efficaciously and efficiently transformed the natural world and “constituted”
mankind on the side.

Hegel (Dialectics of the master and the slave) understands work almost as an
instinctive response by man in order to cover his basic needs. Work is the mediation between
man and nature, by virtue of which nature becomes “humanized” and man reaches, to an
ever-increasing degree, the spiritual state that corresponds to him. In the beginning, nature is
pure opaqueness, while man is but an animal, an undetermined genus. Nature moves towards
self-consciousness in and through man. Work encompasses the whole of this process of self-
consciousness.

Marx translates the Hegelian categories of “man” and “nature” into those of social
class and matter, respectively. Self-realization –Hegelian self-consciousness– depends
basically on the distribution of the product, in such a way that the product does not escape
the field of competence or dominion of the producer. The only evil to be avoided is that of
“alienation” or the separation from the worker of the fruits of his labor. In the communist
society, we shall all be able to make use of what everybody else has produced without the
danger of alienation: this is made possible with the invention of “perfect” machines.

In reducing all forms of human activity into work, and all work into poiesis, the
subjective and the objective dimensions of work continue being dissociated. There is an
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exaggeration of the objective aspect, since all human actions, all work, are measured in
terms of their products. At the beginning, there is a complete absence even of the possibility
of the subjective aspect: the subject, mankind as a social class, is constituted later on, with
the advent of the communist society. All perfection or simulacra of virtue only come in the
end: work in itself is neither fulfilling nor perfective.

Work in the post-industrial society

Work in the urban or pre-industrial societies is a game against nature and a matter of
survival; in the industrial society, it is a game against the artificial or mechanical world that
consists in the transformation of raw materials into finished products; finally, in the post-
industrial society, work is a game among persons, and the focus is not so much on the
exploitation of raw materials or on the manufacturing of consumer goods but on the offering
of services. For the first time ever, the accent lies on the subjective dimension of work.
Unfortunately though, for the majority, this self-realization consists almost exclusively in the
satisfaction of individual desires for pleasure, power and a bit of knowledge of the technical
kind (specially of information technology).

What has become of production? Post-industrial society, also called the “society of
knowledge”, is, in principle, a society of abundance. Production, therefore, no longer
responds to the real or vital needs of human beings, but to the accumulation of largely
“artificial”, unnecessary and useless wealth.

Surprisingly, this situation is already described in Aristotle’s “Politics” (I, 9, 1256 b
40-1258 a 18), when he distinguishes between economy and chrematistics. Chrematistics is a
corrupt or degraded form of economy.

Economy is defined as the art of accumulating the goods that are needed for the
flourishing life of a family (and through the family, it can be made extensive to the whole of
civil society). It seeks “natural wealth”, that is, goods, the value of which is based on their use.
(This is a “natural” safeguard against the vice of avarice.) Chrematistics, on the other hand, is
the art of acquiring and accumulating goods whose value is based primordially on their
exchangeability (money as “artificial wealth”). Aristotle even considers chrematistics as “anti-
natural” and as fomenting the vice of avarice, because it so happens that artificial wealth or
money can be accumulated indefinitely, thus losing sight of its proper end. This “proper end” is
established by politics, in terms of eudaimonia or the flourishing life of man in society.

Towards an integral concept of work

Work is defined generically in the Laborem exercens in the following terms: “All
types of actions performed by man”; “the multiple activities which man is capable of doing
and to which he is predisposed by nature by virtue of his humanity”; and that through which
“man dominates the earth” (as a particular characteristic of man and of humankind). A
widening and a flexibilization of the concept of work is therefore necessary, so that
university professors and street-sweepers may all be considered as workers on equal terms.
Work then means, in broad lines, any activity for which man is capacitated by his own nature
and which he actually performs. Furthermore, it constitutes a sign of his dominion over
nature.
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More specifically, work may be defined in the following manner: “a transient
activity, that is, one of such a nature that, having begun in the human subject, nevertheless is
oriented towards an external object”; “a human activity that transforms directly or indirectly
that which is external (the cosmos in general) and through which man himself is transformed
and perfected as an individual and social being.” This definition has several elements. In the
first place, that of a “human activity” as opposed to a purely natural one. “Human activity” is
that in which the agent proposes (through an act of the will) an end for himself and
understands (through an act of the intelligence) the meaning of that end and the means that
lead to it. Secondly, the subjective dimension of work: the self-realization of the agent as a
living being (maintaining himself in existence) and as a human person through the
acquisition of the proper virtues. In the third place, the objective dimension of work, which
refers to the set of means or instruments with which and in which such an activity is carried
out. It is the sphere of the “hetero-realization” by man, wherein he improves on nature and
manifests himself as the master that he is.

Lastly, we must point out that the proper connection between the subjective and the
objective aspects of work is not guaranteed beforehand; and that it therefore must be taken as
the objective of a moral task. In whatever way we may come about in uniting the subjective
dimension of work to its objective dimension, we should, nevertheless, always safeguard the
primacy of the former over the latter.
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